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PRELIMINARY GEOLOGIC M A P  OF THE ETANA REGION QUADRANGLE (JG-I) OF GANY- 
MEDE. Wagner, R.,  Jaumann, R .  and Neukum, G. ,  DLR Oherpfaffenhofen, F.R.G. 

Introduction. The Etana Region Quadrangle (JG-1) covers the north polar region (north of 65ON) of 
Ganymede. Only about one half of the mapping area is covered by images of 2 2 kmlpixel resolution. Some 
images show fore-shortening, a fact which confines the area suitable for detailed mapping to a zone 
between 310 - 60%'/65 - 90°N . Figure l a  shows the geologic units and tectonic features mapped in the 
quadrangle, correlation of map units is represented in Fig. Ib. 
Dark Materials. Most of the dark material of the map area is part of Galileo Regio and its surroundings. 
It consists mainly of furrowed dark material (df)  , characterized by a rough, hummocky, densely cratered 
dark surface. Two different furrow systems have been identified. Furrows of both systems are nearly linear 
depressions, 10-25 km wide, with bent edges on a kilometer to subkilometer scale and bright, probably 
raised rims (1). Undivided dark material ( d )  is similar to unit df with respect to surface morphology, but 
devoid of furrows. The boundary between units df and d is often indistinct. Tectonic features in unit d are 
narrow, from nearly linear to sinuous groove-like troughs of different lengths. They appear single or in 
pairs. In one case they show a faint left-lateral offset. The troughs in no case transsect the darkllight 
material boundary and therefore are older than light materials. Dark material showing a tectonic imprint 
of parallel, groove-like troughs is mapped as dark grooved material (dg) .  Compared to units df and d,  this 
unit is of minor areal extent. A problematical unit is linear dnrk material (dlr) . It has an appearance of 
linear, sometimes bent, narrow, dark "dikes" within light materials and even may be something of that 
kind. It cannot be ruled out, however, that unit dlr as well as unit dg in some areas only show the traces 
of highly subdued depressions in light material. The formation of dark materials was the first event in the 
map area. Parts of the older crater population were obliterated by viscous relaxation as well as tectonic 
events (1). Furrows are believed to be tectonic features, probably grabens formed by lithospheric extension 
(2). Furrows f, , which are part of the quasi-curvilinear rimmed furrow system of Galileo Regio, may be 
the result of impact deformation (3, 4), or may have been formed by internal activity (5). Furrows f, are 
older than furrows f, and than most of the crater population in Galileo Regio (4, 5). 
Light Materials. A smooth, light, sparsely cratered surface characterizes light smooth material (Is). Tec- 
tonic features, which are randomly located in this unit, are groove-like troughs, single or in pairs. Unit Is 
generally forms lanes with or  without central seams. Light grooved material (Ig) is arranged in various 
domains (1) with subparallel grooves and troughs; the latter transsect the boundary between different light 
material units as well as the darkllight material boundary. The domains in the map area have different 
outlines (irregular; long, narrow lanes or short and wide). Grooves are linear, slightly bent or curved. Some 
groove-like troughs show en echelon features, from which shear failure may be inferred. Slightly grooved 
light material (Isg) embays units Is or Ig or seems to cover older light units. It has a smooth surface with 
a pattern of highly subdued, light groove-like features, probably underlying tnpography, or even a faint 
structural imprint. Light material is believed to be differentiatcd material from the mantle, probably sili- 
cate-contaminated water ice that extruded as a low-viscosity fluid. As light materials cover large portions 
of the surface, they must have been able to remain fluid for a certain amount of time under environmental 
conditions of Ganymede (156 K at  subsolar point (6)). Light materials formed due to extension of the 
lithosphere caused by a global expansion (1,7,8). Groove formation appears to be contemporaneous to light 
material emplacement, or may have occurred subsequently. Groove trends in common are NS to NE/SW, 
truncated by NWISE oriented grooves. Varying stress regimes are indicated by sinuous and curved 
grooves. 
Crater Materials. The sketch map (Fig. l a )  only shows craters above 30 km in diameter. Only one possible 
palimpsest ( p )  has been identified in the map area. The majority of degraded crater material (c,) is situated 
in dark materials. Partly degraded crater material (c,) shows distinct rims and often ejecta material. Central 
peaks are uncertain, but central pits are common. In some cases pedestal-like outer mzrgins of ejecta 
materials indicate impact into an icy target (9). Fresh crater material (c,) is characterized by bright rims 
and bright ejecta materials. Craters c, are almost entirely confined to dark materials and hence are the 
oldest crater forms. Craters c, formed before, during and after light material emplacement and groove 
development. Craters c, covering all other units are the youngest surface features in the map area. 
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F i g u r e  1 :  ( a )  G e o l o g i c  U n i t s  of  t h e  E t a n a  R e g i o n  Q u a d r a n g l e  
( b l  C o r r e l a t i o n  o f  M a p  U n i t s  
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